Circuit Sentences & Matching Activity Key

**Student’s Name**

A **circuit sentence** has no spaces between the words. Your challenge is to place slashes where you think the spaces should go. Each sentence contains a safety message. One has already been completed for you.

The second part of this activity challenges you to match the pictures with the sentences that describe what you see. Most of these are pictures of things you should not do! Draw a line from the end of the sentence to the matching picture. One has already been completed for you.

**Sample:** Don’t/plug/too/many/things/into/one/outlet.

1. Water/and/electricity/don’t/mix.
2. Make/sure/electrical/cords/are/not/frayed/or/broken.
3. Never/dry/things/by/putting/them/on/a/lamp.
5. Place/electrical/cords/where/you/won’t/trip/on/them.
6. Put/smoke/alarms/on/each/level/of/the/house.
7. Test/smoke/alarms/at/least/once/a/month.
8. Replace/smoke/alarm/batteries/at/least/once/a/year.